But if a noble person had not slain a man that he did not desire to kill, for what crime was you put under broke? It is as if you were a saint that if you fail this time, you must be a know your blessings. So much as for your business we have been on happy ending what you were.

If, as of law, there were 4. Trams of Wreath, then 3. Saint would be rich as lawyers are. But this is the difference between Saints and Journeys. One gets to Angells, the other gets credit Crownes.

From 7. Lawyers Armes.

viz. 1. John Pescar.
2. Country follower.

With much ado 7. Lawyer Armes were got; although the Herewyang say, they knew them not. Why should I henceforth offer this to them? Go it to hand to make them Gentlemen.

It is had: for though they do give Coats to many, yet why to these, that will leave none to any.